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“You can’t survive this”

Florida Governor Scott’s warning about Irma
How can we help?

South Florida fears direct hit as Irma barrels toward Bahamas, Cuba
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What’s the next right thing to do?
We failed! Now what?

Hurricane Irma cuts power to more than 7 million homes and businesses

Nearly 7.2 million homes and businesses are without power in multiple states as Tropical Storm Irma moves through the Southeast.
Irmageddon Brings Crisis to the Keys

September 10, 2017

I just spent the weekend going neighborhood to neighborhood handing out supplies. I saw A LOT of houses where people evacuated and haven’t returned yet. Don’t expect to come back to a house!!! I’d say 6 out of 10 homes we saw had MAJOR damage, and were in most cases doomed uninhabitable. My advice is to get someone to check or just plan on coming to survey the damage before you load your life back into the car and expect to move back. ALSO, there is little major assistance down there right now, stores are not open, restaurants are scarcely open, and it is estimates of the 70,000 residents of the keys, 60,000 evacuated. When the residents start returning, resources are going to get harder and harder to obtain. Stay away as long as you possibly can, and don’t come back without knowing what you are coming back to.
Are Methods Enough?

Scrum
Kanban
Dynamic Systems Development
Extreme Programming
Feature Driven Development
Scrumban
Lean
Agile Software Development
Crystal
Dynamic Systems Development Method
Agile Can Change the World

![Diagram showing the relationship between Shared Purpose, Motivated People, Lean Agile Methods, and Change](image-url)
Where are they?
Immediate relief
That’s great, but what do they *really* need?
So what did we do?
Mindset over Methods

What about Values and Principles?
Irma Crisis Response Manifesto

While there is value in the items on the right, we value the items on the left more.
Principles of #BePartoftheGood

- Deliver Working Furniture Frequently
- Make Customer Satisfaction Highest Priority
- Inspect and Adapt Continuously
- Working furniture is the primary measure of progress
- Welcome changing priorities
- Focus on beautiful appearance and solid design
- Volunteers and Donors work together daily
- Work at a sustainable pace
- Find motivated individuals to help with the effort
- Self-organized teams do amazing things
Meeting basic needs has a HUGE impact

November 14, 2017 - Big Pine Key, FL

I'm not sure about you but all of the trash and debris on the side of the road is really starting to get to me. I'm angry about it! The environmental impact of this blowing in the water is incredible to me!! I propose a HIGHWAY HAPPY HOUR!! This Saturday 11/18, from 3-5 go to US 1, bring your rakes, your gloves, your radio flyer wagon. Pick a spot and pile the debris up. Get the plastic out of the trees, the furniture, anything you can get and make a pile to be picked up! Bring those contractor bags that we could not use and put the recyclables in them, then take it home and put it in your blue bin! If you have a ATV and a small trailer, bring that to the highway. Let's show this county that we care! From Sugarloaf to the 7 Mile Bridge! Let's do this!!!!!! Please share this post all over your Facebook pages!!!!

December 14, 2017

Would there be an interest on Big Pine key to help organize the use of kayaks and canoes and small boats to clean canals on Dec 30th? I have a mainland church that would like to send people to help clean up the environment. Let's see if we can clean the island up and show the people it can be done

My dear friends organized 17 volunteers to clean up US1 yesterday. In 2 hours they gathered over 2,000 lbs of debris. What a difference! But, still more remains to be collected. The next organized clean up is Sunday, December 3 - time to be posted. Join and her friends (including me) and show Big Pine some much needed love.

Wouldn't it be great if 100 Piner Lovers came out to help?!
Love and Belonging returns

Love of the land

Volunteers Needed!
Get your community service hours!

Hurricane Irma Debris Clean Up
January 20 & 21
Meeting at 9am at the
Dion's on Big Pine Key

Hurricane Irma Canal Clean Up
January 27
Meeting at 9am at the
Old Wooden Bridge Fish Camp
on Big Pine Key

Costa Del Mar, Spanish Fly, and Reef Relief will be at the Canal Clean Up!
Value delivered?
What about MY Crisis?
There's way too much bad in this world.

#BePartoftheGood